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Abstract16

Magnetospheric substorms are a complex phenomenon. During the initial stages of a sub-17

storm a variety of important processes occur in near-Earth space within a span of sev-18

eral minutes. The relative timing and links between these processes are critical to un-19

derstanding how, where and when substorms may occur. One of the first observed sig-20

natures at substorm onset is the exponential increase in ULF (Ultra-Low Frequency) wave21

power in the near-Earth magnetotail (e.g. −7.5 ≤ XGSM ≤ −12.5 RE). We use the22

Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) space-23

craft to examine the conditions in the magnetotail plasma sheet before, during and af-24

ter local ULF wave growth. Prior to the ULF wave growth, the magnetotail stretches25

with convectional flows dominating. We then find strong earthward and azimuthal flows26

that peak at a similar time to the peak ULF wave power. These flows are found to be27

faster in the mid-tail (−10 ≤ XGSM ≤ −12.5 RE) than the near-tail (−7.5 ≤ XGSM ≤28

−10 RE). Examining the local plasma energy density (magnetic, thermal and kinetic),29

we find no statistical decrease that could explain the exponentially growing ULF waves,30

in fact the local energy density is found to increase. This suggests that there may be an31

injection of energy from elsewhere in the magnetotail. Following the peak ULF wave power32

the tail is seen to dipolarize, and the local energy density is enhanced.33

Plain Language Summary34

Substorm onset is an explosive process most often linked with the sudden, dramatic35

brightening of the aurora. Often within the brightening auroral there are regular, pe-36

riodic bright structures known as auroral beads. While they are nearly ubiquitous, the37

origin of these auroral beads is poorly understood. However, they have been linked to38

local, fast growing fluctuations in the magnetic field that can be observed at the same39

time and at the same location as the beads. These fluctuations have been found to be40

generated in the plasma environment of near-Earth space before traveling to the ground.41

Here, we investigate what is happening in the near-Earth source region as these mag-42

netic fluctuations are growing. We find that the magnetic fluctuations grow during highly43

dynamic conditions in the magnetotail, with fast plasma flows that peak at the same time44

as the most intense magnetic fluctuations. We investigate, testing whether there is a lo-45

cal source of energy that can explain the growing magnetic perturbations, instead find-46

ing that there may be an external source of energy.47
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1 Introduction48

Magnetospheric substorms are cycles of energy storage and release, driven through49

the interaction of the Earth’s magnetic field with the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF)50

that is associated with the solar wind. In the initial growth phase, reconnection between51

the IMF and the Earth’s magnetic field “opens” the magnetospheric field, such that one52

end is connected to the Earth and the other is connected to the Sun. The open field con-53

vects with the solar wind flow across the polar regions of the Earth, before residing in54

the magnetotail lobes on the nightside of the planet (McPherron, 1970). This process55

accumulates energy in the magnetotail, causing changes in the field geometry and plasma56

properties (e.g. Runov et al., 2021, and references therein) before the start of the next57

phase: the expansion phase (Akasofu, 1964).58

The start of the expansion phase is sometimes known as substorm onset. During59

this phase, a series of processes occur on the nightside of the Earth, with consequences60

that can be observed on the ground (e.g. Murphy et al., 2022). In the near-Earth mag-61

netotail (∼ 10 RE from the Earth, 1 RE = 6371 km), the cross-tail current is diverted62

into the ionosphere in a newly formed current system known as the Substorm Current63

Wedge (SCW) (e.g. Murphy et al., 2013; Kepko et al., 2015, and references therein). Fur-64

ther from the planet (∼ 20 RE from the Earth), magnetic reconnection produces strong65

planetward flows known as Bursty Bulk Flows (BBFs) (Hones et al., 1984; Baumjohann66

et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1992) as well as complex magnetic structures (Slavin67

et al., 1989, 1995; Eastwood & Kiehas, 2015, and references therein). The reconnection68

process closes “open” magnetic field, such that the field is now once again connected at69

both ends to the Earth (Hones et al., 1984). Activations in both these regions have been70

associated with expansion phase onset, but how the physical processes at each location71

are connected remains unclear to this day (e.g. Angelopoulos et al., 2008; Rae, Mann,72

Angelopoulos, et al., 2009; Donovan et al., 2008; Sergeev et al., 2008, 2012; Runov et al.,73

2008; Murphy et al., 2014).74

On the ground, the expansion phase can be seen to begin with the brightening of75

an auroral arc (Akasofu, 1977). Within the brightening arc azimuthal structure, known76

as auroral beads, can often be observed (Henderson, 1994; Rae, Mann, Murphy, et al.,77

2009; Kalmoni et al., 2017). Such structure can sometimes be seen for ∼ 10−20 min-78

utes before auroral breakup (Uritsky et al., 2009). Auroral beads have spatial scales of79
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between ∼ 30 and ∼ 150 km (Friedrich et al., 2001; Sakaguchi et al., 2009; Chang &80

Cheng, 2015), while detailed Fourier analysis of the brightening arc has demonstrated81

that the brightness of these unstable spatial scales grow exponentially (Rae et al., 2010;82

Kalmoni et al., 2015). Further high cadence analytical studies of the structuring has re-83

vealed that it is consistent with generation by shear Alfén waves of short perpendicu-84

lar scale (Kalmoni et al., 2018), propagating into the ionosphere from near-Earth space85

(Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, Murphy, & Mann, 2020). Moreover, auroral beads have been86

found to be nearly ubiquitous at substorm onset (Kalmoni et al., 2017), suggesting that87

the processes responsible may be related to key physics at the start of the expansion phase.88

Providing a further clue as to their origin, auroral beads have been linked to co-89

incident and exponentially growing Ultra-Low Frequency (ULF) wave power (Voronkov90

et al., 2003; Rae et al., 2012; Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, & Murphy, 2020). While in-91

dividual wavepackets may present with a dominant ULF period, the period is found to92

vary between events such that the statistical power spectrum can be best represented93

by a power law (Murphy et al., 2011). Nonetheless, the dominant wave periods have been94

found to be within the approximate period range 24 - 96s (Rae et al., 2011, 2017), termed95

the Pi1-2 band. The exponentially growing wave power has also been found to spread96

from an epicentre (Milling et al., 2008; Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, Murphy, & Mann,97

2020), a location that is also associated with the first global auroral brightening (Murphy98

et al., 2009), further highlighting the significance of the location at which the processes99

are occurring.100

Mapping the ULF waves and associated auroral beads back into the magnetosphere101

would suggest a source region in the near-Earth magnetotail, between 8 and 12 RE from102

the Earth (Donovan et al., 2008; Kalmoni et al., 2018), in a similar region to that in which103

the SCW has been inferred to form (Kepko et al., 2015, and references therein). Such104

a source region is also supported by the observations of conjugate auroral bead struc-105

tures in both hemispheres (Motoba et al., 2012), and the observations that the auroral106

bead properties may be related to the configuration of the plasma sheet (Nishimura et107

al., 2016). Recently, Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, and Murphy (2020) surveyed this ap-108

proximate region at substorm onset, finding consistent observations of exponential ULF109

wave growth that on average lead the ground by 1 - 2 minutes. Further, Smith, Rae, Forsyth,110

Watt, Murphy, and Mann (2020) compared the ground and space-based ULF wave ob-111
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servations as a function of wave period, providing further evidence that the propagation112

of these ULF waves to the ground is consistent with the properties of shear Alfvén waves.113

However, the precise phenomenon responsible is not yet clear. There have been sev-114

eral candidate plasma instabilities proposed to generate such ULF waves in the near-Earth115

magnetotail (A. Lui, 2004). These include but are not limited to: the cross-field current116

instability (A. T. Y. Lui et al., 1991); ballooning instabilities such as the shear flow (Voronkov117

et al., 1997), pressure anisotropy (Oberhagemann & Mann, 2020) and kinetic variants118

(Cheng, 2004; Panov et al., 2012); the current-driven Alfvénic instability (Perraut et al.,119

2000); or other non-MHD processes (Haerendel & Frey, 2021; Nishimura et al., 2022).120

However, ULF waves in the period band of interest may also be generated by convec-121

tive flows in the magnetotail (e.g. Kim et al., 2007; Keiling & Takahashi, 2011; Ream122

et al., 2015; Horvath & Lovell, 2019). With this work we provide insight and observa-123

tional constraints on the processes active close to the source region of the ULF wave on-124

set. We examine the conditions before, during and after the ULF wave activations, po-125

tentially related to an instability in the near-Earth magnetotail.126

2 Data and Method127

In this work we utilize data from the Time History of Events and Macroscale In-128

teractions during Substorms (THEMIS) mission (Angelopoulos, 2008). Three THEMIS129

spacecraft (THEMIS A, D and E) surveyed the near-Earth plasma sheet in the first half130

of 2009 with a separation of only around 1 RE. We use data from the fluxgate magne-131

tometers (Auster et al., 2009), and moments calculated from the combined Electrostatic132

Analyzer (ESA) and Solid State Telescope (SST) observations (McFadden et al., 2009),133

both at 4 Hz. We predominantly use data in the Geocentric-Solar-Magnetospheric (GSM)134

coordinate system; where the X axis outlines the Earth-Sun line, the Z is aligned with135

the projection of the Earth’s dipole axis into the plane perpendicular to X, while the Y136

axis completes the right handed system.137

We limit our investigation to those intervals of time around expansion phase on-138

sets. To do this, we use the Substorm Onsets and Phases from Indices of the Electro-139

jet (SOPHIE) technique (Forsyth et al., 2015), selecting those onsets above the 90th per-140

centile (Expansion Percentile Threshold, EPT = 90). While the 75th percentile (EPT141

= 75) has been shown to give good agreement with independent auroral-based onset cat-142
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alogs, we presume that the use of the higher percentile limit will minimize the inclusion143

of large pseudo-breakups. As we wish to examine the changes in the near-Earth mag-144

netotail before onset, we remove any onsets that are preceded by less than 90 minutes145

of quiet, i.e. compound substorm events.146

We use the period of time from 15th January to 30th April 2009, when the THEMIS147

spacecraft regularly passed through the near-Earth plasma sheet. This period of time148

was previously studied by Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, and Murphy (2020), who compared149

the ULF waves observed by the THEMIS spacecraft at substorm onset with those recorded150

at conjugate locations on the ground. A total of 506 expansion phase onsets (using EPT151

= 90) were observed in this time period, of which 335 were determined to be “isolated”152

according to our 90 minute criterion. We then down-selected based on spacecraft loca-153

tion, requiring that at least one of the THEMIS spacecraft was approximately within the154

near-Earth plasma sheet:155

• −12.5 ≤ XGSM ≤ −7.5 RE156

• −5 ≤ YGSM ≤ 5 RE157

• −5 ≤ ZGSM ≤ 5 RE158

This limits our study to a maximum of 471 intervals of spacecraft observations within159

the appropriate region during substorm onset. We then calculated the wave power in the160

magnetic field observations using a bandpass filter for periods between 10 and 100 s. The161

wave power in the three components were then combined by summation in quadrature.162

Using the same method, Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, and Murphy (2020) found 175 ex-163

amples of exponential magnetic wave power increases in the magnetotail that were mir-164

rored by similar observations at their conjugate location on the ground. These magnetic165

ULF wave activations are henceforth assumed to be the in-situ magnetic signature of a166

near-Earth plasma sheet process (c.f. Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt, Murphy, & Mann, 2020),167

active at substorm onset (Forsyth et al., 2015), that is occurring close to the THEMIS168

spacecraft. These magnetic ULF wave power increases therefore provide a suitable tim-169

ing benchmark from which to evaluate the evolution of plasma sheet conditions in the170

near-Earth magnetotail at substorm onset. For our analysis we further require:171

• The exponential increase in magnetic wave power to be greater than one order of172

magnitude.173
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• The average ion plasma β to be greater than 1.174

• 30 minutes of quiet (e.g. by eye consistently low wave power representing an ap-175

proximate noise floor) prior to the exponential increase in wave power.176

• Combined plasma moments to be available from 30 minutes prior to the wave power177

increase until 15 minutes afterwards.178

These requirements ensure: that significant magnetic ULF wave power has been179

observed and the spacecraft is close to the ‘onset location’ (c.f. Smith, Rae, Forsyth, Watt,180

Murphy, & Mann, 2020); the spacecraft are consistently located within the magnetotail181

plasma sheet; that pre-onset changes are not related to changes in the spacecraft’s mag-182

netospheric location (e.g. through the plasma sheet boundary layer) or previous mag-183

netospheric activity; that sufficient data are available for the analysis to proceed. These184

criteria were fulfilled by a total 68 intervals of data, which form the basis of our statis-185

tical study. Though this is a substantial reduction from the original 175 intervals, these186

represent a pristine dataset with which we can examine the conditions surrounding wave187

power excitation at substorm onset.188

Figure 1 shows an example of one interval that fulfilled the criteria above. Notably,189

we see magnetic wavepower increase by approximately three orders of magnitude in the190

minutes prior to substorm onset as determined from ground based magnetometers, i.e.191

using the SOPHIE technique (Forsyth et al., 2015).192

3 Results193

In this work, we use Superposed Epoch Analyses (SEAs) to evaluate the evolution194

of the near-Earth plasma sheet around substorm onset. To align these intervals to a con-195

sistent epoch, we manually identify the start and the end of the exponential growth of196

magnetic ULF wave power (in the 10−100 s period band). This provides a timing of197

substorm onset that is local to the spacecraft. This is in contrast to the use of an au-198

roral index to determine substorm onset, which provides a global onset time that is gen-199

erally within ±15 − 20 minutes of onset determined through auroral images (Forsyth200

et al., 2015). As we will show, the local timing allows us to clearly distinguish pre- and201

post-onset conditions at the spacecraft location.202

We will examine the observations before, during and after the intervals of expo-203

nential magnetic wave growth. To enable comparison between events and reduce alias-204
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Figure 1. An example interval observed by THEMIS-D on the 19th March 2009 showing: the

magnetic field in the GSM system (a), the wave power (b), and the plasma β (c). The vertical

dashed black line indicates substorm onset as determined from ground based magnetometers

(Forsyth et al., 2015).
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ing effects, we modify the time series such that all events have the same wave growth in-205

terval. We stretch or shrink the observed wave power growth interval and resample as206

required (e.g. Murphy et al., 2018; Walach & Grocott, 2019). The start of the exponen-207

tial wave growth is then assigned as T = 0, while the peak of the wave growth is fixed208

to the mean of the growth time, in this case 4 minutes and 50 seconds. Before and af-209

ter this interval the time series is unaltered. The distribution of exponential ULF wave210

growth intervals is shown in Figure A1.211

3.1 Flows212

We first examine the plasma flows in the magnetotail in the period around the mag-213

netic ULF wave growth. Figure 2 shows SEAs of the plasma velocity perpendicular to214

the magnetic field, with the time defined: T = 0 at the start of the exponential ULF215

wave power growth, T = 4.84 minutes at the peak wave power. The perpendicular plasma216

flow is utilised in order to remove any impact from field aligned plasma flows that may217

be present during this time. The left of Figure 2 (Figure 2a, c, e), shows SEAs of the per-218

pendicular plasma velocity, while the right (Figure 2b, d, f) shows the absolute perpen-219

dicular plasma velocity.220

Prior to the ULF wave growth we see small flows, predominantly in the positive221

YGSM direction, with a magnitude approximately 20 kms−1. Then, at start of the ULF222

wave growth, we see evidence for increasing flows in all three directions. In the XGSM223

direction we see planetward flows that rise over the few minutes of wave power growth,224

peaking at the same time as the ULF wave power (i.e. at ∼ 4 minutes and 50 seconds).225

This flow then drops off quickly after the peak, potentially exhibiting some oscillatory226

behavior. In Figure 2b, in the YGSM direction we see that the quartiles increase during227

the wave growth interval, though the median remains constant. On the right, in the ab-228

solute velocity, we see strong growth in |V GSM
⊥,Y | during the wave growth. This combi-229

nation of observations suggests that there are approximately equal examples of increas-230

ing positive and negative V GSM
⊥,Y during the wave growth. Meanwhile, in V GSM

⊥,Z we see231

a similar pattern to that in V GSM
⊥,Y , though the magnitudes are smaller by a factor of ap-232

proximately three. This suggests growing velocities in V GSM
⊥,Z , again with roughly the same233

number of positive and negative examples.234
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Figure 2. Superposed Epoch Analyses (SEAs) of the plasma velocity perpendicular to the

magnetic field that was observed by the THEMIS spacecraft during 68 intervals around substorm

onset, from 30 minutes prior to the start of the wave growth, until 15 minutes afterwards. The

left panels (a, c and e) show the perpendicular plasma velocities in the GSM system, while the

right panels (b, d and f) show the absolute velocities in the same coordinate system. The blue

line shows the median of the intervals, while the orange shading represents the 25th and 75th

percentiles (i.e. the lower and upper quartiles). T0 here is defined as the start of the ULF wave

power growth, while the black dashed lines indicate the start and peak of the ULF wave growth;

the epochs to which the intervals are aligned.
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3.2 Field Geometry235

Next, we examine the changing magnetic field geometry in the interval around sub-236

storm onset. Figure 3 shows SEAs of the magnetic field in a similar format to Figure 2.237

The left of Figure 3 (Figures 3a, c, e) shows the observed magnetic field. There is a fairly238

large spread of magnetic field values in each panel, indicated by the breadth of the or-239

ange quartiles. This spread could be due to the relative locations of the spacecraft and240

the current sheet, and also due to the location of the spacecraft within the magnetotail241

during each event. Therefore, the right of Figure 3 (Figures 3 b, d, f) shows the same242

intervals but normalized to the value of the magnetic field observed at T = 0. This per-243

mits a better comparison between the 68 intervals, and allows examination of the changes244

around the time in which the wave power begins to increase.245

Figures 3b and f show that in the 30 minutes prior to the wave power growth we246

see an increase in BGSM
X and a reduction in BGSM

Z . These changes are gradual, but amount247

to a change of approximately 20% in both magnitudes. In contrast, the changes in BGSM
Y248

are relatively small prior to the wave power growth. During the period in which the wave249

power is growing, i.e. T = 0 to 4.8 minutes, we see a marked decrease in BGSM
X and250

increases in BGSM
Y and BGSM

Z . The median field in this time period shows changes of251

between 20 and 50%. Following the peak of the wave power, i.e. after T = 4.8 minutes,252

BGSM
X continues to decrease while BGSM

Z increases. Meanwhile, BGSM
Y gradually returns253

towards its original values. All three components of the field appear more variable in this254

interval, contrasting with the character of the field in the 30 minutes prior to the increase255

in wave power.256

3.3 Local Energy Density257

We now examine the local energy density in the near-Earth magnetotail at sub-258

storm onset to further our understanding as to where the energy we ultimately observe259

as ULF waves may originate. Local energy should be conserved according to:260

∂WTotal

∂t
+∇ · S = 0 (1)

where WTotal is the total local energy and S is the flow of energy into the region261

(a combination of Poynting and advected energy flux). From the data it is not possible262
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Figure 3. Superposed Epoch Analyses (SEAs) of the magnetic field observed by the THEMIS

spacecraft, in a similar format to Figure 2. The left panels (a, c and e) show the three GSM

components of the magnetic field, while the right panels (b, d and f) show these same intervals

normalized to the value of the magnetic field at T = 0.
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to calculate ∇·S, but nonetheless Equation 1 provides a useful framework with which263

to understand the observed local energy density. We define the total energy density (UTotal)264

as:265

UTotal = UField +
∑
S

US
Kinetic +

∑
S

US
Thermal + UWaves (2)

where the plasma kinetic and thermal terms are summed over the species (S). Specif-266

ically, the species considered in this work are protons and electrons. Due to measurement267

limitations we do not consider the contribution of heavier ions. The energy density of268

the field is defined as:269

UField =
|B|2

2µ0
(3)

where µ0 is the permeability of free space. The separate components of the field270

are combined by summation in quadrature. To ensure that we do not double count the271

contribution of any ULF waves present in the magnetic field measurements we low pass272

filter the magnetic field (for periods greater than 100 s). We then define the plasma ki-273

netic energy density as:274

US
Kinetic =

1

2
nSmSu

2
S (4)

where nS , mS and uS are the number density, mass and flow speed of the species275

S, when calculating the total energy density the velocity is low pass filtered (again to276

prevent double counting of the wave perturbations). Meanwhile, the thermal energy is277

defined as:278

US
Thermal =

1

2
nSkB(T

S
⊥,1 + TS

⊥,2 + TS
∥ ) (5)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and TS
⊥,1, T

S
⊥,2 and TS

∥ are the temperatures279

of the species S, perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field. Then, from Stix (1992)280

the energy density of the waves can be defined as:281

UWaves =
1

4

(
|B|2Waves

µ0
+ ϵ0E

δ

δω
(ωϵij)E

∗ + nmu2
Waves

)
(6)
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where |B|Waves is the field associated with the wave perturbation, E is the wave282

electric field, ϵ0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space, ϵij is the Her-283

mitian part of the permittivity tensor and uWaves is the velocity associated with the waves.284

Due to measurement limitations (and the relative mass difference) we only consider the285

velocity perturbation associated with ions, neglecting the electron contribution. For low286

frequency waves (ω << Ωi, where Ωi is the ion gyrofrequency) we can write Equation287

6 as:288

UWaves ≈
|B|2Waves

2µ0
+ nmu2

Waves (7)

where the two terms on the right now represent the electromagnetic and kinetic289

components of the wave energy density. We calculate |B|Waves and uWaves using a band-290

pass filter between 10 and 100 s for each component, before combining them by summa-291

tion in quadrature. Figure 4 then shows SEAs of the local energy density and its com-292

ponents in the time around the exponential growth in wave power. Figure 4a shows SEAs293

of the bulk parameters, while Figure 4b shows the median changes in the bulk param-294

eters relative to T = 0 to provide a more direct comparison. Figure 4c then displays295

SEAs of the flow and wave related parameters (in which the electromagnetic and kinetic296

terms have been shown separately), which vary over several orders of magnitude. We note297

that the bandpass filtering was performed prior to the time warping of the interval of298

wave growth and that the plotted ion kinetic energy is the total ion kinetic energy and299

therefore includes the contribution of the waves for comparative purposes (though the300

total energy does not double count the wave ion kinetic energy).301

The energy densities are relatively steady leading up to the interval in which the302

electromagnetic and kinetic wave power grows. This is likely a result of the selection cri-303

teria in Section 2: we are only considering those substorms that are preceded by quiet304

conditions in the magnetotail. From Figure 4b, the total, ion thermal and electron ther-305

mal energies show small (∼ 5−20%) decreases during this time. Meanwhile, the con-306

sistent levels of the wave electromagnetic and kinetic energy densities in Figure 4c likely307

represent the noise floor of these measurements, and suggest that this is lower for the308

magnetic field measurements.309

During the clear electromagnetic wave power growth interval (T = 0 to 4.8 min-310

utes), we see a strong increase in the electromagnetic energy density of around three or-311
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Figure 4. SEAs of the local energy density in a similar format to Figures 2 and 3. The

top panel (a) shows the total energy density as well as that recorded for the field and thermal

plasma. The right panel (b) shows the median change relative to T0 of the parameters in panel

(a). No quartiles are shown to improve the clarity of the panel. The lower panel (c) shows the

energy densities of the electromagnetic and ion kinetic wave and bulk ion kinetic, now on a loga-

rithmic scale.

ders of magnitude. The wave kinetic ion energy density (in red) also increases in this in-312

terval, from its slightly higher noise floor. This indicates that we resolve the MHD waves313

in both the magnetic field and in the plasma flows. Also during this time interval we see314

an increase in the bulk ion kinetic energy density, that is around a factor of 2 - 3 greater315

than that in the wave ion kinetic energy density. This suggests that while some of the316

observed flows are related to the growing waves, there are also significant bulk motions317

of the plasma that increase during this time. Significantly, we also see that the total en-318

ergy density increases during this period of wave growth, but that it cannot be explained319

purely by the growing wave or flow energies.320
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3.4 Spatial Differences321

The intervals studied so far have been observed between −7.5 RE and −12.5 RE322

from the Earth, a fairly large spread in a region of the tail that shows large spatial vari-323

ations and gradients. We now break down the observations into two main categories, those324

observed either side of −10 RE; terming those closer to the planet as occurring in the325

“Near Tail”, and those beyond as being observed in the “Mid Tail”. Figure 5 shows SEAs326

for the two categories of events in blue and orange respectively. The left of Figure 5 shows327

SEAs for the absolute perpendicular plasma velocity observed in the GSM coordinate328

system. In these panels we can see that the shapes of the velocity profiles are similar in329

both the near and far-tail. However, the magnitude of the peak velocities are about twice330

as large in the mid-tail.331

Regarding the field geometry, the right of Figure 5 shows the magnetic field nor-332

malized to the field observed at T = 0, once more split by the distance downtail. While333

the trends in V GSM
⊥,Y and V GSM

⊥,Z are similar in both regions of the tail, the timing of the334

increase in BGSM
X appears to depend on where in the tail it is observed. In the mid-tail335

we see the increase in BGSM
X roughly 10−20 minutes before the wave power begins to336

increase. In contrast, in the near-tail we only see the increase in BGSM
X about 10 min-337

utes prior to the wave power increase.338

4 Discussion339

In this study we have used Superposed Epoch Analyses (SEAs) to examine the changes340

in the near-Earth magnetotail around intervals of exponential ULF wave growth at sub-341

storm onset. We identified the start and end of the observed ULF wave growth, and used342

these as fixed epochs to normalize the time series. While this is excellent at resolving343

changes around the identified times, this processing will result in some aliasing effects.344

Within the wave growth interval it means we are unlikely to resolve wave-like fluctua-345

tions, both due to the lack of a consistent dominant period (e.g. Murphy et al., 2011),346

and the dynamic time normalization employed. Moreover, if changes occur significantly347

before or after the identified epochs then they will not be resolved. Below, we discuss348

the dynamics of the magnetotail prior to, during and after the increase in ULF wave power,349

as well as the implications of these dynamics in the evolution of the magnetotail dur-350

ing the substorm cycle.351
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Figure 5. Superposed Epoch Analyses (SEAs) split by downtail distance in a similar for-

mat to Figures 2 and 3. The left panels (a, c and e) show the absolute perpendicular plasma

flow velocities in the GSM system, while the right panels (b, d and f) show the three GSM com-

ponents of the magnetic field, normalised to the value at T = 0. The “Near Tail” (blue) here

is defined as between −7.5 ≤ XGSM ≤ −10 RE, while the “Mid Tail” (orange) is between

−10 ≤ XGSM ≤ −12.5 RE
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4.1 Observations Prior to the Wave Power Increase352

First, we will discuss the conditions in the 30 minutes before the exponential 10−353

100 s wave power increase. The plasma flows observed in this time are relatively small,354

predominantly in V GSM
⊥,Y . Given the pre-midnight preference for these events (Smith, Rae,355

Forsyth, Watt, & Murphy, 2020), the observation of small, positive V GSM
⊥,Y flows likely356

represents enhanced convectional flows during the substorm growth phase, directed az-357

imuthally, and ultimately towards the dayside (e.g. Sun et al., 2017).358

Interestingly, we do not see evidence in this time before the wave growth of an in-359

crease in plasma sheet pressure. Canonically, it is expected that during the substorm growth360

phase open magnetic flux is stored within the magnetotail lobes (Caan et al., 1978; Baker361

et al., 1985). This causes the tail to flare, increasing the solar wind ram pressure on the362

tail, and thereby increasing the lobe energy density (Caan et al., 1975; Baker et al., 1997;363

Coxon et al., 2018), and equivalently pressure. This increased lobe pressure must be bal-364

anced by larger pressure within the magnetotail plasma sheet (Wang et al., 2004; Forsyth365

et al., 2014; Yue et al., 2015). On the other hand, some studies have noted little or no366

increase in plasma sheet pressure during the growth phase (Kistler et al., 1993; Snekvik367

et al., 2012). A recent study using THEMIS data found that plasma pressure decreased368

in the plasma sheet before 40% of the substorms studied (Sun et al., 2017). This was in-369

ferred to be a result of the enhanced transport of magnetic flux from the near-tail re-370

gion to the dayside magnetosphere, termed Magnetic Flux Depletion (MFD) (M.-S. Hsieh371

& Otto, 2014; M. Hsieh & Otto, 2015).372

In the magnetic field, we see consistent evidence of the stretching of the magnetic373

field, with reduction in the BGSM
Z and increase in the BGSM

X components of the mag-374

netic field. However, we do not see statistical evidence of consistent tail flaring (i.e. in-375

creasing BGSM
Y ) during these intervals, perhaps as we are sampling regions relatively close376

to the center of the magnetotail. We find that the timing of the tail stretching, inferred377

primarily through the increase in BGSM
X , appears to occur about 10 minutes earlier in378

the mid-tail (−10 ≤ XGSM ≤ −12.5 RE), than in the near-tail (−7.5 ≤ XGSM ≤379

−10 RE). This difference in timing could suggest that regions of the plasma sheet more380

distant from the Earth stretch more easily, and that this process takes time to penetrate381

closer towards the Earth. However, once the inner plasma sheet has stretched then the382

inner region rapidly destabilizes.383
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4.2 Observations during the Wave Power Increase384

We see evidence of strong peaks in the observed perpendicular plasma velocity at385

the time of peak wave power. This is true for all three components of the velocity, though386

notably we see a peak in V GSM
⊥,X with a median of around 80 kms−1, indicating strong387

Earthward flows at this time. The median peak flow in |V GSM
⊥,Y | is comparable at approx-388

imately 80−90 kms−1, while the median peak flow in ZGSM is much smaller at ∼ 40 kms−1.389

We find that the magnitude of the flow is dependent upon location within the magne-390

totail, with the peak flows being up to 100% faster in the mid-tail (−10 ≤ XGSM ≤391

−12.5 RE) than in the near-tail (−7.5 ≤ XGSM ≤ −10 RE). A similar result was re-392

ported by Fukui et al. (2019) in their survey of the near-Earth magnetotail during the393

growth phase of substorms. Fukui et al. (2019) attributed these flows and observations394

to either near-Earth magnetic reconnection (e.g. Angelopoulos et al., 2008), or the re-395

laxation of the current sheet towards the Earth around substorm onset (e.g. Machida396

et al., 2009, 2014). Assuming an Earthward velocity of 80 kms−1, any flow resulting from397

reconnection at ∼ 20 RE would require 13 - 14 minutes to travel 10 RE to the location398

of the spacecraft. This, combined with the relatively slow increase in velocity during the399

growth of ULF wave power (c.f. dipolarization fronts, Runov et al. (2009); Schmid et al.400

(2016)) make this unlikely to be the direct result of reconnection from XGSM ∼ 20 RE.401

Nonetheless, previous works have strongly associated “flow bursts” and ULF waves (e.g.402

Kim et al., 2007; Keiling & Takahashi, 2011). Interestingly, when we compared the en-403

ergy density related to the bulk motions of the plasma with that associated with grow-404

ing 10−100 s MHD waves (Figure 4b), we can see that a sizeable portion of the kinetic405

energy of the flows is associated with the waves, and not just bulk motions of the plasma.406

The flows in V GSM
⊥,Y were noticeably symmetric, with an approximately even split407

between positive and negative flow observations. This caused the initial SEA analysis408

to return no median flow (e.g. Figure 2c), though when the absolute value of the veloc-409

ity was taken the significant median flow of ∼ 100 kms−1 was revealed. This could be410

due to the location of the spacecraft relative to substorm onset, e.g. displaced east or411

west. We can examine the scale size of the flows in V GSM
⊥,Y using examples when two of412

the THEMIS spacecraft both observed the ULF wave growth during the same substorm413

onset. We find a total of 12 substorms for which these multi-point observations were pos-414

sible. During these intervals the THEMIS D and E spacecraft were typically separated415

(primarily in azimuth) by approximately 1 RE. In 5 out of 12 (∼ 40%) of these substorms416
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the flows in YGSM were in different directions, and divergent. These observations indi-417

cate that the significant V GSM
⊥,Y flows are not in a single global direction, and provides418

length scales that may be compared with predictions of instabilities in the magnetotail419

(c.f. Viñas & Madden, 1986; Voronkov et al., 1997; Oberhagemann & Mann, 2020; Panov420

et al., 2020, 2022).421

When considering the local energy density in the interval it is striking that the me-422

dian total energy density increases by ∼ 15% during the period of wave power growth.423

If the waves had a local source, e.g. from an electron temperature anisotropy (Walsh et424

al., 2011), then we might expect to see this reflected in the data, with a decrease in one425

of the other measures of energy density (e.g. the electron thermal energy density), in or-426

der to balance the increase in wave energy density. As we do not see a clear decrease in427

any of the bulk energy densities, we do not see clear evidence for a local energy source.428

Further, from the standpoint of the conservation of energy (c.f. Equation 1) this local429

increase in energy density leaves two possibilities. The first is that the volume of the re-430

gion has reduced in space - i.e. while UTotal has increased the plasma sheet is thinner431

such that the total energy (WTotal) of the region is constant. The second possibility is432

that energy has been added to the region from an external source (i.e. ∇·S is negative433

in Equation 1). We note that neither of these possibilities necessarily excludes the other.434

Figure 4b shows that the total energy density increase cannot be attributed to in-435

creases in wave (electromagnetic or kinetic) or bulk ion kinetic energy density, which are436

approximately an order of magnitude too small to account for the change in the total437

energy density. However, we see ∼ 10−20% increases in the local ion and electron ther-438

mal energy density. Closer inspection (not shown) reveals this to be due to increasing439

plasma temperature, and not plasma density. As the density has not appreciably increased440

then the first suggestion above - that the local “region” has reduced in size (conserving441

energy given a larger local energy density) - would not be favored. Therefore, we sug-442

gest that it is likely that the energy has come from elsewhere in the magnetotail, e.g. through443

advection (i.e. ∇·S is negative in Equation 1). The temperature increases appear iso-444

topic, with no clear pitch angle dependence.445

We might assume that the exponentially growing MHD waves are driven by an in-446

stability in the near-Earth magnetotail, consistent with previous works that have pro-447

vided strong observational evidence (e.g. Rae et al., 2010, 2012; Kalmoni et al., 2018).448
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As these waves grow, we find evidence for an increase in total energy density at the space-449

craft. Though we lack the spacecraft coverage to probe the detailed nature of gradients450

in the near-Earth magnetotail, a gradient driven instability would manifest to reduce the451

gradient that created it, either through plasma mixing or heating. Thus these observa-452

tions may broadly support the notion of a temperature or pressure gradient driven in-453

stability (e.g. Viñas & Madden, 1986; Voronkov et al., 1997; Lee et al., 1998; Cheng, 2004;454

Zhu et al., 2004; Oberhagemann & Mann, 2020).455

4.3 Observations after the Wave Power Increase456

After the peak wave power (i.e. after T = 4.8 minutes), we see further changes457

in the near-Earth magnetotail. Significantly, the tail becomes more dipolar, as evidenced458

by the reducing values of BGSM
X and increasing BGSM

Z . This likely corresponds to the459

dipolarization of the magnetotail at onset, however the broad spread (represented by the460

quartile ranges in Figure 3b, f) suggests there may be significant time aliasing in the dipo-461

larization. If true, this would suggest that the dipolarization of the near-Earth tail oc-462

curs independently (in time) of the ULF wave process, and not at a fixed interval fol-463

lowing the peak ULF wave power. Future work should investigate the absolute timing464

offset between near-Earth ULF wave processes and the dipolarization of the magneto-465

tail. We note that there does not appear to be a time offset between the near-tail and466

mid-tail when considering BGSM
Z , while there may be a faster change in the mid-tail when467

considering BGSM
X .468

The strong earthward flows (in V GSM
⊥,X ) observed appear to subside in an oscilla-469

tory manner, with periods of the order of ∼ 5 minutes. Similar observations were also470

made by Fukui et al. (2019), and could represent the bouncing of the earthward flows471

(e.g. Ohtani et al., 2009; Panov et al., 2010). While the mid-tail observations (−10 ≤472

XGSM ≤ −12.5 RE) showed stronger flows, we also see that these subside more slowly473

and show greater variability. If the spacecraft were to observe incoming BBFs from the474

mid-tail (Angelopoulos et al., 1992), then they would likely be aliased in this interval,475

and present the observed broadly increased V GSM
⊥,X . The larger velocity in the mid-tail476

(−10 ≤ XGSM ≤ −12.5 RE), might also be explained by BBFs, fewer of which may477

be expected to penetrate as close to the Earth, or that they would slow as the gradients478

in the magnetotail increase closer to the planet.479
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The local energy density is enhanced by approximately 20% in the time period fol-480

lowing the ULF wave peak, and we find that this is mostly attributable to increases in481

magnetic field and ion and electron thermal energy densities. This likely represents the482

more dipolar and hotter magnetospheric configuration following the substorm onset.483

5 Summary484

In this work we have analyzed THEMIS observations of the near-Earth magneto-485

tail at substorm onset. We have aligned the intervals using local observations of expo-486

nential magnetic ULF wave power increase (with periods between 10 − 100 s), which487

have been found to be one of the first phenomena observed at substorm onset. Order-488

ing the intervals by the start and peak of the wave power increase has shown that these489

times denote points of inflection in a number of the parameters of the near-Earth mag-490

netotail.491

In the 30 minutes prior to the exponential growth of ULF waves, the magnetic field492

in the near-Earth magnetotail is found to stretch, with increases in BGSM
X and reduc-493

tions in BGSM
Z . In this time convectional and predominately azimuthal plasma flows dom-494

inate. No statistical increase in plasma sheet energy density or magnetotail flaring is ob-495

served.496

We then observe exponential increases in electromagnetic ULF wave power, with497

a mean duration of 4.84 minutes. During this time the median electromagnetic wave en-498

ergy density increases by approximately three orders of magnitude. We see strong in-499

creases in perpendicular plasma flow velocity (and energy density) during this time, peak-500

ing at a similar time to the ULF wave power. Around a third to half of the ion kinetic501

energy density is found to be attributable to the growing waves, while the remainder is502

associated with bulk motions of the plasma. The ion flow is predominantly found to be503

in the earthward and azimuthal directions. The flows are found to be faster in the mid-504

tail (−10 ≤ XGSM ≤ −12.5 RE) than in the near-tail (−7.5 ≤ XGSM ≤ −10 RE).505

When multiple spacecraft are compared (spaced by ∼ 1 RE) the flows may be in the same506

direction, or diverge, depending on the event considered - evidencing the relatively small507

scale size of these flows. The local energy density is found to increase while the ULF waves508

are growing, suggesting either external energy source or a reduction in volume of the near-509

Earth plasma sheet. This increase is primarily attributable to an increase in the plasma510
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Figure A1. Histogram showing the duration of exponential wave power growth (10 - 100 s)

observed in the 68 intervals of the study.

temperature, perhaps indicating enhanced plasma heating or mixing. These observations511

provide empirical constraints that can be compared to theoretical expectations of the512

processes active in the unstable magnetotail at substorm onset.513

Following the increase in wave power we see the dipolarization of the magnetotail,514

and the subsidence of plasma flow. The local energy density is enhanced by approximately515

20% compared to before; primarily due to enhanced magnetic field and plasma thermal516

energy densities.517
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Appendix A Durations of Wave Power Growth518
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